Purpose: Susceptibility-based blood oxygenation measurements in small vessels of the brain derive from gradient echo (GRE) phase and can provide localized assessment of brain function and pathology. However, when vessel diameter becomes smaller than the acquisition voxel size, partial volume effects compromise these measurements. The purpose of this study was to develop a technique to improve the reliability of vessel oxygenation estimates in the presence of partial volume effects. Methods: Intravoxel susceptibility variations are present when a vessel and parenchyma experience partial volume effects, modifying the voxel's GRE phase signal and attenuating the GRE magnitude signal. Using joint utilization of magnitude and phase (JUMP), both vessel susceptibility and voxel partial volume fraction can be estimated, providing measurements of venous oxygen saturation (Y v ) in straight, nearly vertical vessels that have improved robustness to partial volume effects. Results: JUMP was demonstrated by estimating vessel Y v in numerical and in vivo experiments. Deviations from ground truth of Y v measurements in vessels tilted up to 30 from B 0 were reduced by over 50% when using JUMP compared with phase-only techniques. Conclusion: JUMP exploits both magnitude and phase data in GRE imaging to mitigate partial volume effects in estimation of vessel oxygenation.
INTRODUCTION
Accurate, quantitative, in vivo measurements of brain oxygenation have many clinical and scientific applications, including identification of penumbra during ischemic injury (1) , monitoring of cancer therapy (2) , and calculation of the cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen (3) . Several techniques have been developed to obtain venous oxygen saturation (Y v ) measurements noninvasively using MRI. These include quantitative BOLD (4) and QUIXOTIC (5) for microvasculature measurements; MRI susceptometry (6) and quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM) (7) for local macrovasculature measurements; and TRUST (8) for global measurements in large, draining veins. In particular, susceptibility-based techniques such as QSM and MRI susceptometry have been used for Y v assessment in many clinical and preclinical studies (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) , and qualitative susceptibility-weighted imaging has found increasing clinical usage to evaluate oxygenation based on vessel contrast (1, 15) . Susceptibility-based techniques are relatively easy to adopt in the clinic, as they derive from the phase of a gradient-echo acquisition.
Y v estimation from susceptibility requires the isolation of pure venous blood signal from a vascular structure. Whole brain Y v techniques can reliably isolate blood signal from large draining veins, but these techniques do not provide regional Y v information that would be important for functional or pathological assessment. We are interested measuring Y v in smaller vessels, because they reflect local physiology. However, studies measuring Y v in small vessels by MRI susceptometry and QSM suffer from partial volume effects between veins and parenchyma (11, 13, 14) . This excludes many visible venous voxels from QSM analysis, limiting both the number of data points that can be analyzed for a given blood vessel, and the minimum radius of blood vessels that can be analyzed. In susceptibility-based imaging, it has been observed that partial volume effects between veins and parenchyma lead to attenuation of the magnitude signal (16) , a fact that is exploited in clinical susceptibility-weighted imaging (15) . However, a proper treatment of and correction for partial volume effects in QSM oxygenation measurements is currently lacking.
We propose a novel technique using both the magnitude and phase of the gradient echo (GRE) acquisition to mitigate partial volume effects in Y v measurements called joint utilization of magnitude and phase (JUMP). Prior studies have used only the signal phase (QSM, MRI susceptometry) or signal magnitude (qBOLD, TRUST) for Y v estimation, and thus only had a single measurement per voxel. This single measurement does not provide enough information to characterize both partial volume fraction and Y v . However, the full complex GRE signal provides two measurements from the acquisition-magnitude and phase-which together provide sufficient information to estimate both Y v and the degree of partial voluming if a vein can be modeled as a long, straight cylinder.
QSM techniques have employed the GRE magnitude image as a structural prior to aid in solution of the underdetermined dipole inversion problem (7, 17) . However, these optimization techniques use the phase image alone to enforce data consistency and thus suffer from partial volume effects. Joint use of the magnitude and phase signals has been applied to GRE data for tractography by calculating the eigenvectors shared by the R Ã 2 and susceptibility tensors (18) , and to reduce banding artifacts due to B 0 inhomogeneity in balanced steady-state free procession images (19) .
In this study, we describe JUMP and demonstrate its efficacy to estimate venous susceptibility values and Y v from vessels that are nearly parallel to the main magnetic field. JUMP is compared with traditional MRI susceptometry and QSM-based measurements of Y v from simulated and in vivo experiments acquired at different image resolutions.
THEORY

Oxygen Saturation and Magnetic Susceptibility
Hemoglobin in blood is strongly paramagnetic relative to water when in the deoxygenated state (20) . In whole blood, this can be expressed as a relationship between its magnetic susceptibility Dx and its absolute fractional hemoglobin oxygen saturation Y v :
Here, x do is the susceptibility difference between fully oxygenated and fully deoxygenated red blood cells and is taken to be 0.27 ppm (cgs) (9, 21) . The blood hematocrit, Hct, is taken to be 0.38 for women and 0.42 for men (3, 22) . Our goal is to use MRI signals to measure the susceptibility shift in a vein (relative to water) and quantify its Y v through the linear relationship in Equation [1] .
Susceptibility-Induced Field Variations
An object with non-zero magnetic susceptibility relative to water (Dx), when placed in a magnetic field B 0 , will generate a spatially varying magnetic field pattern that can be observed with MRI. For a general vessel with arbitrary orientation and geometry, this field perturbation has a complex relationship with the underlying susceptibility distribution that is determined by the intrinsic dipole imaging kernel. If a straight blood vessel is modeled as a long parallel cylinder, however, the estimation of susceptibility inside the vein is simplified, and Equation [1] can then be used for Y v quantification (16) . For a long, cylindrical object with susceptibility Dx oriented with its longitudinal axis at an angle u to B 0 , the induced field inside the cylinder DB 0;cyl will be
The field outside the cylinder B out will be:
Here, R is the radius of the cylinder, r is the distance from the cylinder's axis, and f is the azimuthal angle about the cylinder (23) . Because this term is proportional to sin 2 u, it is small for small tilt angles u between the vessel and B 0 . For this reason, we assume that DB 0;out ¼ 0, which removes any dependence on the parameters r, R, and f.
Partial Volume Effects and GRE Signal
Suppose we overlay a grid on an in-plane vessel where the cells represent the voxels of a GRE acquisition (Fig.  1a) . For small vessels, many voxels/grid cells that intersect the vessel will contain compartments of both vein and parenchyma (i.e., they suffer from partial volume effects) (Fig. 1b) . Assuming linear phase evolution with time, the phase in each compartment is equal to
We can then use a complex signal addition model akin to Dixon methods (24) to describe how the measured complex voxel signal depends on the tissue parameters and the partial volume fraction a (Fig. 1c-f ). For a given voxel, a represents the fraction of that voxel's signal that originates in the blood vessel compartment, which is not necessarily the physical fraction of the ideal, rectangular voxel that consists of blood. This is because of the sinc spatial voxel function associated with an MRI acquisition, where sinc x ð Þ ¼ sin px ð Þ= px ð Þ. Consequently, a is given by a convolution between a sinc function (representing the voxel) and a shifted rect function (representing blood vessel position). For particular vessel sizes and positions, a can be either larger than 1 or less than 0. This is illustrated in two simplified one-dimensional (1D) cases in Figure 1g , where a >1, and Figure 1h , where a < 0. For this study, it was assumed that a 2 [À0. 16,1.39] , as detailed in the Appendix (see "Partial Volume Fraction a"). Voxels with negative a necessarily have less than 16% signal contribution from blood and are immediately adjacent to a voxel with larger, positive a, as illustrated in Figure 1i . Consequently, we do not consider such voxels in the remainder of this study, because we can always use an adjacent voxel with much larger signal.
Using the parameters given in Table 1 , we find that the measured voxel magnitude and phase are equal to
We assume the extravascular magnetic field equals zero. Furthermore, susceptibilities of gray matter, white matter, and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) are an order of magnitude lower than typical venous blood susceptibilities (25) (26) (27) and are comparable to the oxyhemoglobin susceptibility, which is typically ignored (28) . Thus, we make the approximation that phase in the parenchyma w a ¼ 0.
M a and M b are the magnitude signal intensities for parenchyma and venous blood, respectively, for voxels and for blood,
The derivation of Equations [8] [9] [10] is given in the Appendix (see "Tissue GRE Signal Magnitude Model"). The constant K describes the absolute signal intensity and varies slowly across an image (29) . Because our magnitude signal measurements M vox are in absolute scanner units, we include the absolute signal intensity K as an unknown parameter. K is calculated from a gray matter region of interest (ROI) near each vessel at each echo time (TE) (Fig. 2b ). This measurement is potentially affected by CSF contamination (30) and by vascular microstructure variations in gray matter (31) . However, these effects are expected to be small in JUMP and are therefore ignored (see Appendix sections "CSF Contamination in Gray Matter Voxels" and "Gray Matter Magnitude Signal Estimation"). The calculation of blood phase in the signal model requires knowledge of the vessel tilt angle u with respect to B 0 (Equation [7] ). This angle is determined by fitting the set of voxel coordinates along the centerline of the vein of interest to a line.
Parameter Estimation from Signal Magnitude and Phase
The two-compartment signal model is described by Equations [1] and [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] and the parameters given in Ŷ v in terms of other parameters. Therefore, we solve for a andŶ v with the following least-squares minimization problem:
where the i index indicates the ith echo time. This minimization problem requires the measured complex signal vectors at each echo time (M v;i ; w v;i ) to match those predicted by the model (M v;i andŵ v;i ), and uses the sum of the ' 2 norms of the complex residuals as a cost function. The least-squares formulation allows for complex data from multiple echoes to be simultaneously used to solve forâ andŶ v . For the solution to Equation [11] to be physically meaningful, we requireŶ
The range of acceptableâ derives from the sinc-shaped voxel functions inherent in the MRI acquisitions and the assumption that blood vessels are 1D cylinders. A detailed analysis of a is found in the Appendix (see "Partial Volume Fraction a"). Solutions of Equation [11] that fall on the corners of theŶ v -â range are assumed to be unreliable and are discarded. It is also possible with JUMP to obtain a single measurement ofŶ v for a vessel as opposed to a separateŶ v measurement for each voxel. This is done by modifying the minimization problem in Equation [11] to minimize the sum of the residuals from all voxels simultaneously while requiring thatŶ v be the same for each voxel:
In this minimization, the sum over i adds the residuals at different TEs, and the sum over k adds those from different voxels.â k f g represents the set of partial volume fractions for all voxels. This approach, which we call multivoxel JUMP (MV-JUMP), reduces the total number of degrees of freedom in the optimization at the cost of ignoring variation in Y v within a set of voxels.
In all cases, measured voxel phase is the signal phase at a particular value of TE, and not a difference in signal phase between multiple TEs. The distinction is important when partial volume effects are present, as they cause nonlinear phase signal evolution with TE. This can be seen in Equations [6] and [7] , where blood phase (w b ) evolves linearly with TE, but the measured voxel phase w vox does not linearly depend on w b .
METHODS
Simulation Experiments: Numerical Vessels
Numerical vessels were created with a physiological range of six susceptibility values corresponding to Y v values between 0.4 and 0.9 and were placed in a background with susceptibility equal to zero. The numerical vessels had a radius of 1.2 mm and were created at a resolution of 0.12 mm isotropic. Vessels with tilt angle relative to B 0 of 0 -40 were simulated in 10 increments. Vessels with offsets relative to the field of view of 0, 0.48, and 0.96 were simulated by shifting the vessel location in the transverse plane. Corresponding magnitude intensity maps for the vessel and surrounding parenchyma were also created using Equations [8] [9] [10] . The susceptibility maps were convolved with the dipole kernel (32, 33) to generate DB 0 maps. Using the dipole kernel imposes a physically correct model on the system that does not assume the extravascular field DB 0;out is equal to zero when calculating the magnetic field pattern induced by a susceptibility cylinder. Signal phase maps were then created by scaling the DB 0 maps using Equation [4] , assuming TEs of 8.1 and 20.3 ms and a B 0 field of 2.89T. Using this phase map and the intensity maps, complex signal maps were generated. Complex Gaussian noise was then added such that the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the simulated acquisitions matched the SNR of the in vivo acquisitions obtained in this study with a 32-channel surface coil (SNR ¼ 20 at 0.6 mm isotropic voxel size). Figure 4a shows the susceptibility, magnetization, and DB 0 map for a vessel tilt angle of 20 .
Low-resolution acquisitions with 18 voxel sizes between 0.49 and 6.00 mm isotropic were simulated by truncating the high-resolution k-space data to the appropriate size and applying an inverse DFT. Figure 4b shows example simulated low-resolution magnitude and phase images acquired at 2.6, 1.1, and 0.7 mm isotropic voxel sizes. Vessel ROI masks were manually identified from the low-resolution acquisitions and analyzed with the processing pipeline (described below). Example vessel ROI masks are shown in Figure 4b .
For each vessel and acquisition, ground truth a maps and JUMP-estimatedâ maps were created. Maps of extravascular magnetic field were also created to analyze the effects of vessel susceptibility on parenchyma field offset.
Simulation Experiments: Retrospective Analysis of In Vivo Data
Previously published in vivo GRE data were analyzed (28) . These acquisitions had a native resolution of 0.6 Â 0.6 Â 0.6 mm 3 and were numerically cropped in k-space to simulate acquisitions with voxel sizes of 1. 
In Vivo Experiments
Four subjects (male, n ¼ 2; female, n ¼ 2) were scanned with Institutional Review Board approval on a 3T Siemens Trio system. Flow-compensated GRE images were acquired at five resolutions: 0.6 Â 0.6 Â 0.6 mm 3 , 0.7 Â 0.7 Â 0.8 mm 3 , 0.9 Â 0.9 Â 1.0 mm 3 , 1. 3 ; and acquisition time ¼ 16 s. Data were acquired with the product 32-channel head coil and with the body coil, and individual coil data were saved. SNR was not explicitly matched between different-resolution acquisitions, and a single average was acquired for each resolution.
Reconstruction and coil data combination was performed with ESPIRiT/SENSE using the Berkeley Advanced Reconstruction Toolbox (34). Brain masks for further analysis were created from the reconstructed magnitude images using FSL BET (35) . Phase images were unwrapped with the Robust Unwrap algorithm (36) . Background field removal was performed with SHARP (37) using the Fast QSM Magnitude Toolbox (38) . Figure 2a shows sagittal sections of representative magnitude and SHARP phase images for all resolutions, respectively.
Processing Pipeline
Data from numerical simulations and in vivo experiments were analyzed with the same pipeline. Unwrapped phase maps with background variations removed were processed with the Fast QSM Magnitude Toolbox to generate L1-regularized susceptibility maps. ROI masks for nearly vertical veins were then manually identified from susceptibility maps and SHARP phase maps at all resolutions (Fig. 2a) . To estimate vessel tilt angle, these masks were fit to a line in three dimensions (3D) with least-squares. Baseline magnitude signal intensity was estimated from the average signal in a gray matter ROI adjacent to each vessel (Fig. 2b) . The ROI consisted of rectangular regions in the axial and coronal planes of at least 6 and 10 mm in length, respectively. The tissue ROI was selected to exclude any voxels that visibly contained large blood vessels. To enable comparisons with other SvO 2 quantification techniques, OEF was estimated in four ways. First, JUMP was performed to estimateâ andŶ v from Equation [11] . The average and variance ofŶ v across all voxels in a vessel were obtained. Second, MV-JUMP was performed to estimatê a for each voxel andŶ v for the whole vessel from Equation [12] . Third, Y v was also measured using direct measurement from an L1-regularized QSM map. Finally, direct measurement was performed on a SHARP phase map using MRI susceptometry (16) .
For both JUMP and MV-JUMP, the nonlinear inverse problems in Equations [11] and [12] 
For the numerical and in vivo acquisitions, JUMP and MV-JUMPâ maps were created.
RESULTS
Effects of Background Removal on Phase Signal
The effect of the processing pipeline on the underlying vessel phase signal was assessed. In one subject, two vessels were analyzed at three different stages of processing: 1) as raw phase data (unprocessed, wrapped phase), 2) as unwrapped phase data with no background phase removal performed, and 3) as background removal-processed (SHARP-processed), unwrapped phase data. Three voxels in each vessel were identified. For each voxel, its phase signals relative to the voxels immediately anterior and immediately posterior were calculated, as illustrated in Supporting Figure 1 . The average of these phase signals was assumed to accurately reflect the voxel signal, because it removed zeroth-and first-order variations in background phase across the brain. The processing pipeline, including phase unwrapping and SHARP background removal, introduced less than 0.03% error to the individual voxel signals.
Simulation Experiments: Numerical Vessels In Vivo Experiments Figure 7a shows representative phase and susceptibility map maximum intensity projections from subject 4. Five veins were identified in the subject, andŶ v was determined by JUMP and MV-JUMP for different voxel sizes (Fig. 7b) . For voxel dimensions larger than the vessel diameter, direct measurement using QSM and MRI susceptometry yieldedŶ v measurements with large errors. Table 2 summarizes individual vesselŶ v measurement ranges for all three techniques. For subject 4, the range of JUMPŶ v estimates was 62% smaller than that of MRI susceptometry or QSM for all five veins, whereas for MV-JUMP the range was 61% smaller. Figure 8 shows averageŶ v for each subject (from five pial veins) at all acquisition resolutions. Table 2 summarizes across-vesselŶ v averages for each subject for all three techniques. Except for subject 2, variation in MRI susceptometry and QSMŶ v measurements across voxel size was more than 2.5 times the variation observed with JUMP. For subject 2, the variations with JUMP and MV-JUMP were under 78% that observed with the other two techniques. Note that for some vessels in the four subjects, MV-JUMP did not provide a validŶ v solution at the lowest acquisition resolution, so those vessel Y v ranges are for four resolutions instead of five. Statistics that depend on such incomplete data are noted in Table 2 .
DISCUSSION
In both simulation and in vivo experiments, JUMP providesŶ v estimates in veins that are robust to changes in acquisition resolution and to partial volume effects for voxel sizes up to 1.5 to 2 times the vessel diameter.Ŷ v measurements obtained with QSM or MRI susceptometry do not account for partial volume effects and are highly dependent on acquisition resolution. Thus, JUMP provides greater absoluteŶ v measurement accuracy in small vessels. The background removal pipeline did not alter the phase signal of the blood vessels studied. In numerical experiments, neither vessel shift relative to the field of view, nor a 10% error in the presumed parenchyma intensity resulted in significant error.
By obtaining useful measurements from voxels that suffer from vein/parenchyma partial volume behavior, JUMP was able to accurately measure smaller blood vessels than QSM or MRI susceptometry. This also allowed a greater number of voxels from a single blood vessel to be measured, and removed the need for manual identification of "reliable" voxels. This has two main consequences: 1) elimination of artificial biases inherent in the manual identification of voxels without partial-voluming and 2) the ability to better quantify measurement uncertainty due to the larger number of data points per vessel. Both of these advantages mean that JUMP provides greater objectivity and quantifiable uncertainty in vesselŶ v measurements.
Two techniques, JUMP and MV-JUMP, were proposed and tested. MV-JUMP was observed to have 37% less RMSE inŶ v estimates and 38% less RMSE inâ estimates than JUMP in vessels with a tilt angle of 20 and MV-JUMP required longer computation times for the same set of voxels than did JUMP due to the nonlinear computational complexity of the MATLAB fmincon solver. JUMP and MV-JUMP both involve solving optimization problems to minimize the difference between the measured complex signal and the signal predicted from a model. Using the complex signal rather than only the phase means both JUMP and MV-JUMP are less sensitive to phase wrapping. At voxel sizes smaller than the vessel diameter, partial volume effects were not expected to be a major problem. However, at these resolutions, MRI susceptometry and QSM sometimes underestimated vesselŶ v in numerical experiments, while JUMP did not show any such trend at smaller voxel sizes (Fig. 5a ). ThisŶ v underestimation behavior of phase-only approaches may be a consequence of using only the single most intense voxel from each vessel. Selecting only a single voxel increases the effect of noise on the resulting measurement, because there is no averaging. This effect can be especially pronounced at smaller voxel sizes, where SNR is lower. By averaging across multiple voxels, this source of error is reduced in JUMP. One could likewise average across multiple voxels when using MRI susceptometry or QSM, but this would entail manually identifying voxels that lack partial volume effects and would reduce the objectivity of the measurement.
In simulation, JUMP was less accurate forŶ v estimates at voxel sizes greater than twice the vessel diameter. This is a natural consequence of limiting the minimum acceptableâ value to 0.2 (i.e., a voxel whose side length is twice the vessel diameter). For larger voxel sizes, the limit on acceptableâ forbids JUMP from obtaining the correct solution. However, even for MV-JUMP, where we limited the minimum acceptableâ to À0.1, voxels larger than twice the vessel diameter yielded inaccurateŶ v estimates. This suggests that at such low resolutions, there is simply insufficient vessel signal in each voxel to make any accurate phase-based measurement of susceptibility. This error for voxel size greater than twice the vessel diameter may also be due to violation of the twocompartment model at large voxel sizes.
In subject 2, several vessels could not be visibly identified in the phase image at 1.2 mm and 1.8 mm isotropic voxel size, which resulted in erroneous vesselŶ v measurements at these resolutions. This explains the large variation in five-vessel averageŶ v across acquisition resolution that was observed in subject 2.
JUMP is currently limited to relatively straight vessels parallel to the main field. In this study, all measured vessels had a tilt angle equal to or less than 30 to B 0 . In experiments on numerical vessels, JUMP consistently underestimatedŶ v in vessels oriented at 40 away from B 0 . Several recent studies have used MRI susceptometry as a means of quantifyingŶ v in such vertical vessels (3, (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) , and this study would be immediately relevant to such studies. Most vessels, however, do not meet these geometric specifications and will not benefit from the current implementation of JUMP. The reasons for this dependence on vessel angle are twofold.
First, as vessel angle u nears 54.7 (the "magic angle"), the intravascular field offset given in Equation [2] nears zero. Thus, estimation of x from DB 0 becomes an underdetermined problem. Second, as u nears 90 , the extravascular field perturbations given by Equation [3] increase, and the approximation that DB 0;out ¼ 0 is invalidated. These effects are described in the Appendix (see "Effects of Assuming DB 0;out ¼ 0 on EstimatedŶ v ").
Phase images in this study were processed using SHARP, which requires convolution of the brain-masked brain image with a spherical kernel. Because this convolution is not possible near the edge of the brain ROI, the brain mask is eroded by this spherical kernel to remove these unreliable voxels. As is particularly visible in Figure 6a , this reduces the field of view for vessel identification. Future work will examine background phase removal methods that do not suffer from this edge erosion problem.
In addition to obtaining an estimate of vessel oxygenation, JUMP provides estimates of partial volume fraction for all voxels in an ROI. These estimates were observed to agree closely with the ground truth fractions for vessels tilted at 20 from B 0 (Supporting Figure 3) , suggesting that JUMP and MV-JUMP can also obtain subvoxel estimates of the sizes of structures. This is described further in the Appendix (see "Partial Volume Fraction a").
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a method to obtain better accuracy in Y v measurements from blood vessels oriented close to B 0 . Accurate measurements can be obtained when the voxel size is up to twice the vessel diameter and partial volume effects are present. We further demonstrate that this technique can estimate the voxel signal fraction originating from blood.
APPENDIX TISSUE GRE SIGNAL MAGNITUDE MODEL
The magnitude signal intensity M i of a particular tissue i in a spoiled GRE acquisition is
Here, TE is the echo time, TR is the repetition time (30 ms), and FA is the flip angle of the acquisition (15 ) . r H2O;i is the tissue spin density, T 1;i is the tissue longitudinal relaxation time, and R Ã 2;i is the tissue transverse relaxation rate. K is a constant for all tissue types and converts the signal intensity into the units used by the scanner.
For the gray matter (tissue a) signal intensity equation, representative literature values were used for the tissue parameters: r H2O;a ¼ 0.85 (39), T 1;a ¼ 1829 ms (40) , and R Ã 2;a ¼ (66.0 ms) À1 (41) . Combining these values with Equation [A1] yields Equation [8] .
For the blood intensity equation, r H2O;b ¼ 0.86 was used. This is less than 1% off from the water fractions at Hct ¼ 0.38 and Hct ¼ 0.42 (42) . Because a uniform 3D excitation was used for each TR, there were no venous inflow effects, and T 1;b ¼ 1627 ms was used (43) . Blood R in Hct between that study and the present study was ignored, because hematocrit was not measured in this study, and the difference in R 2 for this difference in hematocrit has been found to be small (44) . Taking these parameters and models together yields Equations [9] and [10] .
CSF Contamination in Gray Matter Voxels
We estimate the expected parenchyma magnitude signal error due to CSF contamination. In functional MRI studies, voxels that appear to consist solely of gray matter have been found to contain approximately 10.4% CSF (30) . In calculating the magnitude signal of this CSF, we used the tissue parameters r H2O ¼ 1 (39) and T 1 ¼ 3300 ms (45) and ignored R Ã 2 decay, as it has been found to be negligible for TEs less than 45 ms (41) . From Equation [A1], we find the CSF and gray matter signal intensities at TE ¼ 8.1 ms to be 0.055 and 0.064, respectively. At TE ¼ 20.3 ms, they are 0.055 and 0.053, respectively. Combining the CSF voxel fraction and worst-case signal difference gives an expected parenchyma signal change of under 1.5% due to CSF contamination. Furthermore, the flip angle and TR can be chosen freely and could be modified to provide optimal matching between CSF and gray matter signals for different echo times or assumed tissue parameters. The effect is a variation of CSF suppression that is amenable to the two-compartment signal model used here. For these reasons, CSF contamination in gray matter is ignored in JUMP.
Gray Matter Magnitude Signal Estimation
In this study, the T Ã 2 value of 66.0 ms used for gray matter represented an average across different cortical gray matter ROIs (41) . However, the exact transverse relaxation rate in a particular gray matter region is dependent on the size, number, and orientation of the microvascular structures it contains (31) . Therefore, the use of a single R Ã 2 value likely results in errors in the predicted parenchyma intensity.
As illustrated in Figure 2b and described in the Theory section, a gray matter ROI is identified near each vessel of interest to obtain an absolute gray matter signal intensity near that vein. By averaging over many gray matter voxels in a given ROI, some of the local gray matter vasculature variations that give rise to differing local relaxation rates are removed. However, this only provides a consistent measure of the bias field and does not account for differing gray matter intensities in the parenchyma compartments of blood/parenchyma voxels.
The effect of using a different gray matter R Ã 2 in the JUMP inverse problem from the actual ground truth value was assessed using the numerical vessels created with T 
Partial Volume Fraction a
As shown in Figure 1e , a represents the volume fraction of an ideal rectangular voxel that consists of blood, but in fact, a is the fraction of the voxel's signal that arises in the blood compartment. In the numerical experiments, we simulated low-resolution acquisitions by using a rectangular low-pass window in k-space. Such a k-space sampling scheme results in a sinc spatial voxel function. As illustrated in Figure 1g and 1h, the value of a for a blood vessel is given by a convolution of a rectangular function representing the vessel's location and the sinc spatial voxel function. As shown in this scheme, a can be less than 0 or greater than 1.
Our numerical and in vivo acquisitions were performed with 3D k-space sampling, which resulted in a 3D voxel function that is the product of 1D sinc functions along x, y, and z. If we assume that a vessel is long and vertically oriented, then we assume the "rect" function representing the vessel has a large extent along the z-axis that tends to infinity. For a vessel with a square cross-section in the x-y plane located between À1 and 1 along x, and between À1 and 1 along y, we obtain a partial volume fraction of
[A2]
We use this as the maximum permissibleâ in the constrained least-squares problem given by Equation [11] . For a vessel with a square cross-section in the x-y plane located between À1 and 1 along x, and between À2 and À1 along y, we obtain a partial volume fraction of [A3]
We use this as the minimum permissibleâ in the constrained least-squares problem given by Equation [11] . In these numerical experiments, the partial volume fraction a corresponds to the sinc-weighted signal function and does not directly convey spatial information.
However, SENSE can exploit the additional observations obtained with parallel imaging to allow one to specify a spatial voxel function to be used in reconstruction (46) . Using a voxel function that is more tightly localized than sinc would make the parameter a a better representation of the spatial voxel fraction within the nominal rectangular voxel. Additionally, as long as the sinc-shaped voxel function is normalized, the sum ofâ from all voxels comprising a cross-section of a vessel will provide meaningful spatial information about a vessel. This sum, when multiplied by the nominal voxel cross-sectional area, should yield a physically correct measurement of vessel cross-sectional area.
Effects of Assuming
The effects of extravascular magnetic fields can be seen in Supporting Figures 4 and 5 , where lower Y v -and thus higher susceptibility-yields large extravascular field perturbation at tilt angle ¼ 30 at TE ¼ 20.3 ms. For a voxel size of 1.1 mm isotropic, the parenchyma compartment signal magnitude is reduced by up to 40% by extravascular R 0 2 decay. At a voxel size of 0.6 mm isotropic, the parenchyma compartment signal phase is shifted by p/2 radians, and at a voxel size of 2.6 mm isotropic, the extravascular compartment signal phase is shifted by À0.03 radians in the middle of the vessel. Because the total voxel signal phase is only between 0.05 and 0.1 radians at 2.6 mm isotropic for this acquisition, the latter value is significant and will both reduce voxel signal phase and attenuate voxel signal magnitude. At partial volume fraction a less than 0.5 (as is this case for the 2.6-mm acquisition), both effects will tend to reduce the estimatedŶ v , as is visually apparent in Figure 3 . This matches the observed trend where JUMP and MV-JUMPŶ v estimates decreased as voxel size increased, suggesting that extravascular fields explain the errors observed in this study.
Future work will properly model these extravascular field effects, with the aim of extending JUMP to vessels of arbitrary geometry and orientation.
Because of the general form of Equations [11] and [12] , the JUMP physical model could be extended to account for extravascular B 0 variations. Furthermore, physical systems apart from blood vessels that exhibit both magnitude dephasing and off-resonance shifts could see the application of this approach.
SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online version of this article. Fig. S1 . Effects of SHARP on voxel phase. (a) Two vessels (vessel 1 and vessel 2) in subject 4 were identified in phase images at the highest acquisition resolution (0.6 3 0.6 3 0.6 mm 3 ). (b, c) Three three-voxel ROIs were identified in vessel 1 and in vessel 2. One ROI for each vessel contained vein voxels (red), one contained parenchyma voxels located immediately anterior to the vessel (blue), and one contained parenchyma voxels located immediately posterior to the vessel (green). For each vessel voxel (red), an "anterior difference" and "posterior difference" were calculated by subtracting the anterior (blue) or posterior (green) voxel phase from the vessel voxel (red) phase. The average of these two differences was taken to be the "vessel phase signal" and was computed for all voxels using 1) unprocessed raw phase images, 2) unwrapped phase images, and 3) unwrapped, SHARP-processed phase images. For the worst-case voxel, the vessel phase signals were as follows: from the raw phase image, 1.176; from the unwrapped phase image, 1.176; and from the SHARP-processed phase image, 1.177. The error incurred from applying SHARP was under 0.03%. At smaller voxel sizes and with lower vessel hemoglobin saturations (and thus higher vessel susceptibility), the signal phase shift in the extravascular parenchyma compartment became more significant. These results show the average DB 0;out (from Equation 3) across the parenchyma compartment of vessel voxels. 
